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Tax Planning and Related Services 
Task Force Responses to Feedback from Advance Comments Received on Draft Text 

[Note: Paragraphs to which comments from Board members refer are to Agenda Items 4-F and 4-G] 

Proposed Section 380 

The below list consists of all comments received via advance comments on the draft text where the Task Force did not accept the recommendations. 

Some comments correspond to Section 280 as well, which the Task Force has also reflected and made the corresponding amendments where applicable.  

No. Para. Ref. Comments Task Force Response 

GENERAL 

1  With respect to the explanation that would accompany the exposure 
draft, would encourage the following: 
• Explain how uncertainty and credible basis interact. If there are 

factors that are uncertain (for example, regulation or legislation is 
pending), would the PA be able to conclude that something has a 
credible basis or would that uncertainty preclude the PA from 
concluding there is a credible basis. The example that comes to 
mind in the U.S. is when the House of Representatives passes a 
law but the Senate hasn’t voted yet and thus the president hasn’t 
signed or vetoed it yet. Since there is uncertainty in the law, is the 
PA not permitted to conclude that there is a credible basis? 

• How the requirement in R380.6 is addressed in the 
documentation paragraph and if it isn’t intended to be addressed, 
clarify that “advise the client” is not intended to trigger 
documentation. 
 
 

The Task Force is of the view that the link between uncertainty and credible 
basis is as explained in the 2nd sentence of paragraph 380.15 A1. 
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PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS’ PUBLIC INTEREST ROLE IN RELATION TO TAX PLANNING SERVICES 

2 380.4 A1 This para and the next one uses the terms 'goals' and 'purposes' 
seemingly interchangeably. I wonder what distinction we try to make 

The Task Force does not believe there is a distinction to be made as the 
words convey a different context in each sentence.  

3 380.4 A1 Entitled gives off a bad vibe – should it be are able to or a permitted 
to. 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

4 380.4 A2 Should just be “tax planning arrangements” because not all such 
arrangements will focus on minimization?  Also, the A3 paragraph 
uses tax planning arrangements, so should they conform? 

The Task Force does not believe there is a need to conform to the same 
terminology for each example.  

5 380.4 A2 At the meeting it was suggested that it would be helpful to have an 
example of how a fundamental principle might be breached.  

The Task Force does not propose further amendments. The FPs that can 
be impacted are broadly mentioned in paragraph 380.2. Paragraph 380.17 
A1 provides examples of threats that might be created when providing TP 
services. 

6 380.4 A3 Has complied The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

DESCRIPTION OF TAX PLANNING AND RELATED SERVICES 

7 380.5 A2 It appears odd to use a plural term to refer to 'an individual'. The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

8 380.5 A2 We believe optimize is a better choice over minimize because 
minimization may not always be a preferred approach (i.e., positions 
that minimize the tax burden could come with risk of disagreement 
with taxing authority or other consequences that the client might want 
to avoid).  Maybe include both minimize tax burden and optimize tax 
position.   

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 
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9 380.5 A2 Is it really designed to exclude the tax optimization for the senior 
executives? Does it include “social constitutions” on benefits? 

The Task Force believes that this example speaks specifically to the aspect 
of compensations for senior executives.  

RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT AND THOSE CHARGED WITH GOVERNANCE 

10 380.8 A1 Should also include transparency towards TCWG on tax arrangement 
implemented by TCWG despite refused the affirmative advice of a PA 

The Task Force believes that this example is covered under bullet no.4 
which speaks to the acceptance of PA’s advice or recommendation.   

BASIS FOR AFFIRMATIVELY ADVISING ON OR RECOMMENDING A TAX PLANNING ARRANGEMENT 

11 380.11 A2 I am of the view that a phrase 'The determination that there is a 
credible basis sounds like better aligned with R380.11. 

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

12 380.11 A2 "Whether a credible basis exists will depend on the relevant laws and 
regulations in a particular jurisdiction. This determination will involve 
exercising professional judgement by the professional accountant." 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

13 380.11 A2 Suggest “a credible basis in laws and regulations” in place of “what is 
credible”. 

Also suggest to also clarify in Explanatory Memorandum that ‘credible 
Basis’ does not refer to good or bad but rather reasonable or 
unreasonable, as viewed by a reasonable informed third party. 

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

14 380.11 A2 Suggest inserting “of determination” so that it reads as “at the time of 
determination” 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments as its intention is to 
allow for the determination of a credible basis to be in laws and regulations 
at the time.  
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CONSIDERATION OF THE OVERALL TAX PLANNING ADVICE OR RECOMMENDATION 

15 R380.12 This title needs to be changed based on the change of R380.12, along 
the lines of 'Consideration of Determination that There Is a Credible 
Basis'. 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments as its intention is the 
stand back test and not the basis for the determination that there is a 
credible basis.   

16 R380.12 We do not agree with this revision.  We see the “step back” test as a 
way to challenge the position even if it has credible basis in L&R.  So, 
we do not see this as an element of determining credible basis, which 
we think is solely based on an interpretation of laws and regs.  We 
suggest revising this to be “In considering whether to affirmatively 
advise on or recommend a TPA” leaving open the possibility of not 
recommending a TPA even if it is determined to have credible basis 
because of downstream impacts.   

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

17 R380.12 We agree with the TF’s view and the removal of the word ‘potential’ 
but we are not sure the changes in the latter part of the sentence 
narrows the scope. We suggest “consider the reputational, 
commercial and wider economic consequences that might arise”.  
How others might or might not view the arrangement it is not relevant, 
and that might even impair objectivity. 

The Task Force does not agree with that view as the stand back test relates 
to how the TP arrangement can be viewed by stakeholders.  

18 R380.12 One of the objectives of this project, as well as Circular 230 and the 
SSTS, is to steer clear of the concept of tax morality. I believe the 
stand back requirement in R380.12 brings the tax morality concept 
into the standard. I would strongly support the task force consider 
making the stand back test application guidance instead of a 
requirement so that tax morality is not implied as part of the proposal. 

The Task Force does not agree with that view. The stand-back test is not 
about tax morality, tax justice or tax fairness. 
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If such is not done, then the standard would be going beyond Circular 
230 and the SSTS.   

19 380.12 A1 Given the phrase 'personal or business implications to the client' 
above, I am of the view that a phrase 'reputational implications to the 
profession' flows more smoothly. 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

20 380.12 A1 While we agree about reputation, we think it should be the PA as the 
PA might not be behaving in a manner consistent with the 
responsibility to act in the public interest or the PA’s behavior might 
discredit the profession, both of which relate to professional behavior 
FP. 

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

21 380.12 A1 I worry that the PAPP is being asked to think about the client’s risks 
here, the risk appetite could be very different between client and 
PAPP. 

The Task Force does not agree with that view. This is the PA's assessment 
and not the client's. 

22 380.12 A1 Are you targeting the whole profession?   Yes, that is the intent of the Task Force as the consideration of the 
reputation of the profession is a concept that is already in the Code. 
Subsection 115 on professional behavior speaks to the need for a PA not to 
do anything that would bring discredit to the profession. 

23 R380.13 Has endeavored? Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

24 R380.13 With respect to R380.13 I request the task force consider not requiring 
the PA to disclose the basis for their conclusion, rather, leave whether 
to disclose the basis to the PA. If the standard requires the basis to 

The Task Force does not agree with that view as simply telling the client in 
effect "no" without explaining why would clearly not help the client or be 
responsible conduct for the PA. The Code does not set requirements on the 
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be disclosed, the client could use that information for nefarious 
reasons or the information could be discoverable by the government. 

basis of what the government might do with the information. There is always 
a presumption that the PA will act in good faith. 

25 R380.13 We suggest leading the paragraph with the fact that it is a TPA the 
client would like to pursue so that this distinction is not buried.  Maybe 
something like “If engaged to advise on a specific tax planning 
arrangement that the client would like to pursue, if having 
considered….” 

Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

TAX PLANNING ARRANGEMENTS INVOLVING MULTIPLE JURISDICTIONS 

26 380.14 A2 Is it clear how the evaluation of these factors might influence whether 
to advise to disclose?  For example, in the third bullet, if it is thought 
that many other entities are taking advantage of tax benefits, would 
that encourage disclosure or not?  If it is not, should all the bullets be 
written in a way that the existence of the circumstance would 
encourage the disclosure?   

The Task Force does not propose further amendments as these are 
examples of relevant factors to consider for which the exercise of 
professional judgment, taking into account the PA’s understanding of the 
fact and circumstances, will be essential. 

27 380.14 A2 It may be difficult for a PA to determine what is "significant" to disclose 
to tax authorities. Disclosure should be based on ethical 
considerations by the PA. 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments as these are 
examples of relevant factors to consider for which the exercise of 
professional judgment, taking into account the PA’s understanding of the 
fact and circumstances, will be essential. 

CIRCUMSTANCES OF UNCERTAINTY 

28 380.15 A1 I also request that the task force consider adding an additional 
example “Pending legislation or regulation” to 380.15 A2. In the U.S. 
since laws need to be passed by the House of Representatives, the 

The Task Force does not agree with that view as proposed legislation that 
is making its way through the legislative process is not law, whether it's in 
the US or any other jurisdiction. 
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Senate and then signed by the President it is not uncommon to 
extended period of time to occur. 

29 380.15 A2 We could combine both as "Difficulty in establishing an adequate 
factual bases and assumptions". 

The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 

30 380.16 A1 We can use "reduce or eliminate" instead of deleting "eliminate" since 
the intention is to eliminate the uncertainty. 

The Task Force does not agree with the view as the discussion can serve 
to reduce but not fully eliminate the uncertainty. 

POTENTIAL THREATS ARISING FROM PROVIDING A TAX PLANNING SERVICE 

31 380.17 A1 We suggest the notion of acceptance of a significant fee be removed 
from this set of circumstances as the focus it seems is on the lack of 
clarity on the interpretation of laws and regs and not the size of the 
fee (or the fact that a fee is received at all). 

The Task Force does not believe it is necessary to expand on what 
“significant fees” mean. This will be a matter of judgment in the 
circumstances. 

32 380.17 A1 At the meeting, Mark identified that the context of “significant” here 
should be explained, otherwise it is open to possible wide variation in 
interpretation as to what is a significant fee. 

The Task Force does not believe it is necessary to expand on what 
“significant fees” mean. This will be a matter of judgment in the 
circumstances. 

33 380.17 A1 Suggest ‘lack certainty or clarity’ Point noted.  

The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as per agenda 
item Agenda Items 4-F. 

34 380.17 A1 Is this intended to cover case of accountant A providing services to a 
client in a way that might influence accountant B’s determination? 

No, it is not the intent of the Task Force.  

35 380.17 A2 and/or access to relevant reports on these The Task Force does not propose further amendments. 
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COMMUNICATION OF BASIS OF TAX PLANNING ARRANGEMENT 

36 R380.18 Would placement of this requirement be better as part of the overall 
section on credible basis.   

The Task Force does not believe it would be appropriate to move paragraph 
up as the presentation of the paragraphs dealing with the process of working 
through the framework flows logically.  

DISAGREEMENT WITH CLIENT 

37 R380.19 We would have thought (c) would be to decline to advise on the 
arrangement 

Point noted. The Task Force has made further revisions to the sentence as 
per agenda item Agenda Items 4-F. 

38 R380.20 Is it clear what is meant by this statement?  There is a possible need 
to application material for steps in addition to the advice to the client. 

The Task Force is of the view that the steps in the paragraph does provide 
further actions that PAs can undertake to disassociate themselves from the 
client.  

TAX PLANNING PRODUCTS OR ARRANGEMENTS DEVELOPED BY A THIRD PARTY 

39 380.21 A1 In the case of referring the client to a third party, we are not sure 
how these provisions continue to apply if the PA is no longer 
providing the service?   

This circumstance is applicable if the PA is still providing the service to the 
client.  

DOCUMENTATION 

40 380.22 A1 We are proposing this section 380.22 A1 to be a requirement given 
the likely implications of not documenting tax planning services. 

Point not accepted.  

In line with the approach to documentation in Sections 2 and 3 of the Code, 
the Task Force proposes to encourage, but not require, that PAs prepare 
documentation. Documentation is generally a matter of quality management 
or engagement performance rather than an ethical behavior issue. 
However, the Task Force believes that the reasons set out in paragraphs 
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380.22 A1-A2 are sufficiently persuasive that PAs will document the various 
matters set out in those paragraphs. 
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